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ABSTRACT

Objective: We examined whether the use of Airway Scope (AWS) and C-MAC PM (C-MAC) decreased the force applied on oral structures during intubation attempts as compared with the force applied with the use of Macintosh direct laryngoscope (DL).

Design: Prospective cross-over study.

Participants: A total of 35 novice physicians participated.

Interventions: We used 6 simulation scenarios based on the difficulty of intubation and intubation devices.

Outcome measures: Our primary outcome measures were the maximum force applied on the maxillary incisors and tongue during intubation attempts, measured by a high-fidelity simulator.

Results: The maximum force applied on maxillary incisors was higher with the use of the C-MAC than with the DL and AWS in the normal airway scenario (DL, 26 Newton (N); AWS, 18 N; C-MAC, 52 N; p<0.01) and the difficult airway scenario (DL, 42 N; AWS, 24 N; C-MAC, 68 N; p<0.01). In contrast, the maximum force applied on the tongue was higher with the use of the DL than with the AWS and C-MAC in both airway scenarios (DL, 16 N; AWS, 1 N; C-MAC, 7 N; p<0.01 in the normal airway scenario; DL, 12 N; AWS, 4 N; C-MAC, 7 N; p<0.01 in the difficult airway scenario).

Conclusions: The use of C-MAC, compared with the DL and AWS, was associated with the higher maximum force applied on maxillary incisors during intubation attempts. In contrast, the use of video laryngoscopes was associated with the lower force applied on the tongue in both airway scenarios, compared with the DL. Our study was a simulation-based study, and further research on living patients would be warranted.

INTRODUCTION

Endotracheal intubation is a life-saving technique used in diverse clinical situations and is one of the most frequently performed procedures in emergency departments. Physicians, including novices, need to acquire the skills to intubate confidently and safely without complications. However, the incidence of complications arising during intubation attempts remains high, despite various efforts to reduce the complications.

While the Macintosh direct laryngoscope (DL) has been widely used for tracheal intubation, substantial evidence indicates that video laryngoscopes (VLs) play a significant role in tracheal intubation. Moreover, the use of VLs could reduce the complications associated with intubation; previous research has demonstrated that the use of VLs leads to less force applied on oral structures during intubation attempts. In agreement with these reports, a potential mechanism by which VLs prevent complications is through the reduction of the force applied on oral structures.
Previous studies evaluating intubation skills with VLs generally favour the use of VLs with regard to the success rate and time to intubation. For example, one study suggests even novice users achieve a higher success rate of tracheal intubation on manikins with the use of VLs compared with the DL. However, most of them did not quantitatively evaluate the force applied on oral structures and there is no evidence to show that novice physicians using VLs can intubate with less force applied on oral structures which, in turn, could reduce the complications associated with intubation, compared with using the DL.

To address this critical gap in knowledge, we examined whether the use of VLs (Airway Scope AWS-S100L (AWS; Pentax Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and C-MAC PM (C-MAC; Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany)) decreased the force applied on the maxillary incisors and the tongue during an intubation attempt compared with the force applied with the use of DL (figures 1 and 2).

METHODS
Study design and settings
We retrospectively analysed data from the Japanese Airway Management Quantification (JAMQ) study. The JAMQ study is a prospective multicentre data registry to investigate the factors associated with the improvement of intubation skills among novice physicians (postgraduate year (PGY) 1) using a high-fidelity simulator, with all data collection planned a priori. The JAMQ study was initiated in April 2015 as a consortium of two academic hospitals (University of Fukui Hospital and University of Tsukuba Hospital) and two community medical centres (Fukui Prefectural Hospital and Tokyo Bay Urayasu/Ichikawa Medical Center) from different geographic regions across Japan. In the JAMQ study, we examined the intubation skills every year by using both different simulation scenarios and intubation devices. The present study utilises the data collected in April 2015 (the beginning of a new term).

Data collection
Simulation scenarios
We used data from six simulation scenarios that were based on the difficulty of intubation and specific devices (Macintosh DL, AWS and C-MAC). The simulation scenarios were as follows: (1) intubation of a normal airway using DL, (2) intubation of a difficult airway using DL, (3) intubation of a normal airway using AWS, (4) intubation of a difficult airway using AWS, (5) intubation of a normal airway using C-MAC and (6) intubation of a difficult airway using C-MAC. Size 3 and 4 blades were used appropriately for the DL and C-MAC. We defined a ‘difficult airway scenario’ as a scenario with a limited mouth opening to 3 cm (the intubation difficulty can be

Figure 1 Photograph of Airway Scope AWS-S100L (Pentax Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).

Figure 2 Photograph of C-MAC PM (Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany). With permission from KARL STORZ. Endoscopy Japan K. K.
changed by limiting the mouth opening; mouth opening is 4.5 cm in the normal airway scenario). However, because the C-MAC was not available at the University of Tsukuba Hospital, four simulation courses (using the DL and AWS) were performed at the University of Tsukuba Hospital.

Prior to the simulations, all participants received a 15 min lecture and 15 min practice session to ensure that they were familiar with the proper techniques for the DL, AWS and C-MAC. Following this training, the participants of University of Fukui Hospital and Fukui Prefectural Hospital were randomly assigned to one of the three normal airway scenarios. After completion of all the normal scenarios, they sequentially participated in the other three difficult airway scenarios. Conversely, the participants of Tokyo Bay Urayasu/Ichikawa Medical Center were randomly assigned to one of the three difficult airway scenarios first and after completion of the difficult scenario they proceeded to the other three normal airway scenarios. All participants were unaware of the difficulty of intubation in all the scenarios.

Study population
Since the C-MAC was not available at the University of Tsukuba Hospital, we excluded the participants belonging to that institution. As a result, we identified 35 novice physicians from the University of Fukui Hospital, Fukui Prefectural Hospital and Tokyo Bay Urayasu/Ichikawa Medical Center. All participants agreed to participate in this study, and written informed consent was obtained from all of them.

Baseline characteristics
Data were collected on the participants’ demographics, including sex, the number of attended intubation training courses (self-reported), the number of intubations using DL (including intubation with a simulator) and the number of intubations using VLs. As the PGY 1 junior residents were novice physicians, we counted the number of intubations, including the simulation training. We used a high-fidelity airway management simulator (Waseda Kyoto Airway No.5, Kyoto-Kagaku, Kyoto, Japan) to quantify the participant’s intubation skills (see online supplementary figure S1). The implanted sensors in the simulator automatically quantified the force applied on the maxillary incisors and tongue during intubation attempts.

Measurement of outcomes
Our primary outcome measures were the maximum force applied on the maxillary incisors and on the tongue during intubation attempts, measured in Newton (N). The secondary outcome measures were time to intubation and glottic view during intubation attempts. We defined the time to intubation as the time from when the participants were ready to intubate to the successful placement of an endotracheal tube into the trachea and confirmation of ventilation. Intubation failure was defined as follows: (1) the intubator could not intubate within three intubation attempts, or (2) the intubator could not intubate within 180 s. An intubation attempt was defined as the single insertion of a laryngoscope (DL and VLs) past the teeth. The glottic view was scored by participants using Cormack-Lehane grades.

Statistical analysis
Since multiple scenarios were investigated and a non-normal distribution of the outcome variables was expected, we performed Friedman’s test to look for a correlation between the outcomes and devices. When a significant difference was detected in Friedman’s test, we applied Wilcoxon signed-rank test with the Bonferroni correction conservatively for the post hoc analysis. When we applied the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, the p value was multiplied by 3.

All p values were two-sided and p values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. All data analyses were performed with EZR software V.1.28 (Saitama Medical Center, Jichi Medical University, Saitama, Japan), which is a graphical user interface for R (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). More precisely, it is a modified version of R commander designed to add statistical functions frequently used in biostatistics.

RESULTS
The characteristics of the participants are shown in table 1. Of the 35 participants, 15 (42%) had experience with intubation training courses. The overall median number of intubations was 1 (IQR 0–3), with a median of 0 (IQR 0–1) among those using VLs.

All intubations were successfully performed. The maximum force (median) applied on maxillary incisors in the normal airway scenario was higher with the use of the C-MAC than with the DL and AWS (DL, 26 N (17–41 N); AWS, 18 N (0–24 N); C-MAC, 52 N (30–84 N); p<0.01; table 2, figure 3). Similarly, the median force applied on the maxillary incisors in the difficult airway scenario was higher with the use of the C-MAC than...
with the DL and AWS (DL, 42 N (20–85 N); AWS, 24 N (17–32 N); C-MAC, 68 N (40–142 N); p<0.01). In contrast, the maximum force (median) applied on the tongue in the normal airway scenario was higher with the use of the DL than with the AWS and C-MAC (DL, 16 N (8–29 N); AWS, 1 N (0–2 N); C-MAC, 7 N (2–18 N); p<0.01; figure 4). Similarly, the median force applied on the tongue in the difficult airway scenario was higher with the use of the DL than with the AWS and C-MAC (DL, 12 N (7–17 N); AWS, 4 N (2–7 N); C-MAC, 7 N (4–10 N); p<0.01). Median time to intubation with the DL was shorter in the normal airway scenario compared with the C-MAC (38 s (30–46 s) vs 59 s (44–80 s); p<0.01). In the difficult scenario, time to intubation was somewhat shorter in the DL group than the other groups, but was not statistically significant. In the Cormack-Lehane grade score, no significant differences were found among any of the devices in either the normal or difficult airway scenarios.

For the DL, the force applied on maxillary incisors was significantly higher in the difficult airway scenario compared with that in the normal airway scenario (26 N (17–41 N) vs 42 N (20–85 N); p<0.01; see online supplementary table S1). Conversely, the force applied on the tongue was significantly higher in the normal airway scenario compared with that in the difficult airway scenario (16 N (8–29 N) vs 12 N (7–17 N); p<0.01). Time to intubation for the DL was significantly shorter in the normal airway scenario than in the difficult airway scenario (38 s (30–46 s) vs 49 s (36–70 s); p<0.01).

For the AWS, the only significant difference was found in the force applied on the tongue; the force applied on the tongue was higher in the difficult airway scenario than in the normal airway scenario (1 N (0–2 N) vs 4 N (2–7 N); p<0.01). Similarly, for the C-MAC, the only significant difference was found in the force applied on the maxillary incisors; the force applied on the maxillary incisors was higher in the difficult airway scenario than in the normal airway scenario (52 N (30–84 N) vs 68 N (40–142 N); p<0.01)

**DISCUSSION**

In this multicentre cross-over study, we found that the use of the C-MAC, in comparison to the DL and AWS, by novice physicians was associated with higher maximum force applied on the maxillary incisors during intubation attempts in the normal and difficult airway scenarios. Additionally, we found that the use of the DL was associated with higher maximum force applied on the tongue in both airway scenarios, compared with the VLs. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to report that intubation with the AWS and C-MAC by novice physicians can reduce the force applied on the tongue. However, our study was simulation based, so it requires cautious interpretation to extrapolate these results to living patients.

Dental injury is one of the frequent adverse events of intubation and the most common claim against intubators. Previous research has shown that the complete arch of the incisors has maximum bite force ranging from 150 to 200 N. Based on this information, the peak force on the maxillary incisors of more than 150–200 N might be a risk factor for dental injury during intubation attempts. Although some studies have reported that the use of VLs (ie, GlideScope, McGrath and V-MAC) were associated with less force applied on maxillary incisors, our results showed the applied

---

**Table 2** Comparisons of Macintosh direct laryngoscope, AWS and C-MAC PM for intubation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>DL n=35</th>
<th>AWS n=35</th>
<th>p Value (comparison for DL)</th>
<th>C-MAC n=35</th>
<th>p Value (comparison for DL)</th>
<th>p Value (comparison among 3 groups)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Force on maxillary incisors (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal airway</td>
<td>26 (17–41)</td>
<td>18 (0–24)*</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>52 (30–84)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult airway</td>
<td>42 (20–85)</td>
<td>24 (17–32)*</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>68 (40–142)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied force on the tongue (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal airway</td>
<td>16 (8–29)</td>
<td>1 (0–2)*</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>7 (2–18)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult airway</td>
<td>12 (7–17)</td>
<td>4 (2–7)†</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>7 (4–10)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to intubation (seconds)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal airway</td>
<td>38 (30–46)</td>
<td>48 (38–63)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>59 (44–80)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult airway</td>
<td>49 (36–70)</td>
<td>50 (40–62)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>66 (43–95)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cormack-Lehane grades</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal airway</td>
<td>1 (1–2)</td>
<td>1 (1–1)‡</td>
<td>‡</td>
<td>1 (1–2)‡</td>
<td>‡</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult airway</td>
<td>2 (1–2)</td>
<td>1 (1–2)‡</td>
<td>‡</td>
<td>1 (1–2)‡</td>
<td>‡</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are expressed as median (IQR).
*p<0.01 compared with C-MAC.
†p<0.05 compared with C-MAC.
‡There were no significant differences among the three groups.
AWS, Airway Scope; C-MAC, C-MAC PM; DL, Macintosh direct laryngoscope; N, newton.
force was higher in the C-MAC group. One plausible explanation for this disparity is the lack of participants’ intubation experiences. Since the participants were novice physicians, they were more likely to observe the monitor when the C-MAC passed the teeth. However, the force applied on maxillary incisors in the C-MAC group did not exceed the maximum bite force in normal and difficult airway scenarios. This might, thus, suggest even novice physicians can intubate with C-MAC safely in terms of dental injury.

In contrast, the use of AWS, also a VL, was not associated with the higher force applied on the maxillary incisors compared with the DL. One may surmise that the lower force with the use of AWS was attributable to the structural differences between the AWS and DL. The AWS is a unique device that does not require an alignment of the oral, pharyngeal and tracheal axes in one line to obtain glottic view during intubation attempts. Therefore, the participants could insert the AWS through the oropharyngeal space by focusing on the teeth without watching the monitor.

Our results also demonstrated that the use of VLs was associated with lower force applied on the tongue, which is consistent with previous studies. Excessive force on the oral structures can lead to pathological responses from the cardiovascular and respiratory systems, such as bradycardia and cardiopulmonary arrest. Thus, tracheal intubation should be performed with minimal force to reduce the number of adverse events. Further, it is important to note that the haemodynamic response to intubation attempts might be less with VLs because of the reduced force on the oral structures. In the current study, the use of AWS and C-MAC reduced the force applied to the tongue. The use of VLs enabled intubations without any excessive effort exerted to achieve a direct line of sight as compared with the DL. Taken together, the use of VLs reduces the force applied to the tongue, and thus may decrease the risk of a change in haemodynamics during intubation attempts.

Although VLs are likely to be beneficial compared with the DL, novice physicians should be well acquainted with the unique characteristics of each VL. Senior physicians also need to know the characteristics and educate younger physicians on the appropriate use of VLs based on these characteristics.

**LIMITATIONS**

Our study has several potential limitations. First, as the participants were novice physicians, our findings may not extrapolate to intubation attempts by experienced intubators. However, our study was not subject to differences in intubation experience (experienced intubators are likely to use their preferable intubation device). Therefore, our results solely demonstrated the difference in intubation devices. Second, we quantified the force applied to the maxillary incisors and the tongue.
Although applied force to the oral structures may be associated with adverse events, including dental injury and haemodynamic stress, we did not directly demonstrate the association between intubation devices and adverse events. Third, we did not calculate the sample size in advance because this study was conducted retrospectively using part of the prospective multicentre data registry. However, the post hoc power calculation demonstrates the power is sufficient (power>0.90) in all primary outcomes. Finally, this was a simulation-based study; therefore, our results might not necessarily coincide with results in living patients. For example, in clinical settings, various factors, such as cardiopulmonary resuscitation, bleeding and secretions, might interrupt intubation attempts. Also evidence shows that there is a difference in anatomical structure of manikins compared with humans. Therefore, there should be a cautious interpretation of our results.

CONCLUSIONS

In this multicentre cross-over study, we found that the use of C-MAC, compared with DL and AWS, was associated with the higher maximum force applied on maxillary incisors during intubation attempts in normal and difficult airway scenarios. In contrast, we also found that the use of VLs was associated with lower force applied on the tongue in normal and difficult airway scenarios, compared with DL. Although VLs are beneficial for novice physicians in intubation, educators should be acquainted with the characteristics of intubation devices and instruct novice physicians on the appropriate use of each intubation device. Our study was a simulation-based study, and further research on living patients would be warranted.
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